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Safety, Professional and Reliable
Gangster Enterprises Ltd. is committed to providing a high quality service for Alberta Communities and Industry. With a strong Health, Safety and Environmental record Gangster Enterprises Ltd has proven to be a trusted supplier for you, your family, and your business.
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Pilot & Escort Vehicles


Water Service



Vacuum Service


For Construction


Towing
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Our Advantages
 


	





24/7 Availability
 
Dispatch operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year with Operators ready to work.
 	




Advanced Logistics
Company vehilces are monitored by GPS to ensure Operators can arrive on site, on time, and safely.
 	




Trained employees
We follow industry best practices and have a comprehensive training program for all employees to ensure quality and safety of all work performed.
 	




Environment Protection
All business activities are monitored to ensure compliance with all regulatory requirements with a strong focus on training and reporting to ensure the protection of the environments in which company operates
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Advanced Logistics
Company vehicles are monitored by GPS to ensure Operators can arrive on site, on time, and safety.




	
Trained employees
We follow industry best practices and have a comprehensive training program for all employees to ensure quality and safety of all work performed.


	
Care for the environment
All business activities are monitored to ensure compliance with all regulatory requirements with a strong focus on training and reporting to ensure the protection of the environments in which company operates.














About us

Gangster Enterprises Ltd. was incorporated in 1991 by owners Rolf and Carol. Over the years Gangster Enterprises Ltd has expanded the business activies to many services that provide support for Alberta communities and Industry. Always with a focus on providing a quality professional service Gangster Enterprises Ltd values the Customers it works with and the communities in which it operates. 

The company operates in communities all across Alberta with shop locations in Drumheller, Edson, and Rocky Mountain House. The company continues to diversify the service offerings and currently provides Communities and Industry with the services of Water Hauling, Vacuum Truck Hauling, Hydrovac Service, Combination Vacuum Service, Long and Short Hauling, Mechanical Shop, Towing and Recovery, as well as Potable Water and Septic Services.









The company now maintains a Fleet of over 60 vehicles which work in the construction, oilfield, towing, recovery, and hauling sectors. All company vehicles are outfitted with satellite tracking. Gangster Enterprises Ltd has a state of the art maintenance facility in Drumheller and maintains a preventative maintenance program to ensure Safety of all company vehicles driving on public road









Reviews about us
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Alberta Motor Association
Gangster Enterprises 3125 really helped us out tonight by running all the way out to consort to do this tire change for our standee mfr when the local contractors were unavailable. It was a huge help and is much appreciated!
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Roger
Hi, hope I have the right spot.I had my car towed on August 3rd 2020, just south of Dorothy, Alberta. I just want to say that Gangster  Towing out of Drumheller were amazing! They were fast, polite, and they followed covid procedures. I used to tow out of grande Prairie Alberta for AMA (Melvin best) so I know what to look for. They did a great job!
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Emmy
Ken the truck driver was very friendly and helpful. Please pass that positive feedback on yo him.
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Alberta Motors Associate
3126 Gangster's towing really helped us out tonight by agreeing to run out to Youngstown to do this tire change for us when the Oyen contractor was out the area. It was a huge help and is much appreciated!
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Mateo
The tow service called to confirm directions quickly, and were at my remote location quickly. The driver was very efficient and friendly professional manners. Great Job!
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Chloe
Driver was experienced
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James
It's a great service which creates a calming environment in a stressful situation. Person on the other end of the phone knew exactly what we needed.I felt rescued.
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Henry
The service I received was 2nd to none. From the person who took my call for help, the service man who quickly diagnosed and remedied the problem and gave me sound advice about follow up, to the lady who called later to ask if I had been attended to.
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Nora
Tony, the mechanic who helped us was very helpful and gave us advice how to proceed with the claim. All through past his day's work after towing a vehicle to Lethbridge and then going back to his home base at Dramheller. Took care of us first before going home
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Leo
Here in Drumheller your associate Gangster Enterprises LTD always has been friendly and helpful. Efficient and prompt, and gets right at the problem. Have had towing and service with them, never lets me down.
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Contact us
 


Call 24/7 
1 (403) 820 0128 we will be happy to provide service.

Dispatch / Shop / Maintenance:

Address:
590 Premier Road, Drumheller, AB, T0J 0Y0

Phone:
 1 403 820 0128 (Dispatch)
Dispatch Line available 24 / 7

1 403 823 3015 (Drumheller Office)
Office Hours of Operation
Daily 9 - 6 PM
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By clicking on the button, you consent to the processing of data and agree to privacy








Head Office:

Address:
Suite 230, 600 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary , Alberta, T3G 0B4

Phone:
1-403-241-9494

Office Hours of Operation
Weekdays 8:30 AM - 5PM
Saturday 10 AM - 5PM
Sunday Closed
Office closed Alberta Statutory Holidays










You can submit a request for service, a callback or drop us a note at the form below.

Thank you.
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